Abstract-We seek a mechanism for the classification of the intentional behavior of a cognitive agent, specifically a driver, in terms of a psychological Perception-Action (P-A) model, such that the resulting system would be potentially suitable for use in intelligent driver assistance. P-A models of human intentionality assume that a cognitive agent's perceptual domain is learned in response to the outcome of the agent's actions rather than vice versa. In this way, the perceptual domain is maintained at an appropriate level of complexity in relation to the agent's embodied motor capabilities, greatly simplifying visual processing. A subsumptive P-A model further captures the hierarchical nature of the subtask structure implicit in human actions and assumes that a parallel hierarchical structuring exists within the perceptual domain. Adopting this model enables us to characterize intentions at each level of the P-A hierarchy in terms of a range of descriptors derived from the U.K. Highway Code by examining their correlation with driver gaze behavior. The problem of classifying intentions thus becomes one of reconciling high-level protocols (i.e., Highway Code rules) with low-level perceptual features. We perform a "proof-of-concept" assessment of the model by comparative evaluation of a number of logic-based methods (both stochastic and deductive) for carrying out this classification utilizing the control, signal, and motor inputs of an instrumented vehicle driven by a single driver, and find that a deductive model gives superior intentional classification performance due to the strongly protocol-governed nature of the driving environment.
a major role in almost three quarters of all traffic accidents [1] . Being embodied in an environment, it is possible to consider human cognition in terms of the relationship between actions and perceptions [2] . The objective of this paper is thus to propose an intentional classification methodology based on a perception-action (P-A) characterization of human (driver) intentions in a manner appropriate to the design of a cognitive driver-assistance system (although itself beyond the scope of this paper). Throughout the following, we define the key terms percepts, actions, and intentions: 1) Percepts are discrete internal representations of observable objects (e.g., traffic signs, lights, pedestrians, lane boundaries, etc.) for an embodied cognitive agent. 2) Actions cause changes in percepts (e.g., relative changes in position). 3) Intentions are planned actions (anticipatory or compensatory) that are to be performed by the embodied agent (e.g., turning left, stopping, traversing a junction, etc.).
These notions are linked via a principle of bijectivity, such that, at any given instant, an intended action is uniquely associated with a transition from one percept to another (i.e., the set of instantaneous actions is bijective with the set of possible perceptual transitions). This contrasts with both classical notions of environmental representation in cognitive science and also with classical approaches to modeling intelligent robot behavior [3] (e.g., robot path finding in which a fixed representational domain, such as Cartesian coordinate vectors, is assumed). A P-A framework for cognition [4] , however, implicitly assumes that those perceptual transitions not brought about by the actions of an embodied agent are redundant to the perceptual scheme. In the P-A model, there is hence an attempt to represent the world in the most efficient manner with respect to the ability of the cognitive agent to bring about changes in it (amounting to an affordance-based modeling of the environment [5] ). This bijectivity is with respect to all potential actions; thus, novel exploratory actions can be proposed and tested against the predicted perceptual outcome. Brooks, in [6] , proposed that actions in a cognitive agent are most effective when hierarchically divided into tasks and subtasks, with tasks on one particular level acting to activate and deactivate tasks on the level immediately below. He called this subsumption. In a hierarchical P-A scheme, we might thus expect that a subsumptive hierarchy of tasks would exhibit a parallel hierarchicality of percepts. Novel percepts can be thus created and appended in a bottom-up manner when novel actions (i.e., ones subsuming a set of existing actions) are proposed (see [7] for a simulated implementation of this approach).
Intentional behavior in such an agent is thus typically characterized by a particular high-level perceptual goal that requires a series of subtasks to be carried out, each with their own lower level perceptual goals. Higher level (i.e., more abstract) perceptions and actions are thus grounded (in the sense of Harnad [8] ) through the hierarchy, with high-level actions implicitly generating appropriate contextualization (motor orientation subtasks, etc.) at the lower levels, so that the carrying-out of actions at the higher level involves an autonomous scheduling of P-A subtasks throughout the hierarchy [9] . In the following, we model a particular realization of the P-A hierarchy assumed to operate in humans, termed the Extended Control Model (ECOM), which derives from psychological research [10] in the context of driving (which we describe in greater detail in Section II-B).
The aim of this paper is thus to find an appropriate mechanism for identifying the various levels of activity of these intentional task hierarchies by recognizing the relevant percepts and actions employed by drivers in negotiating typical junction scenarios (junction scenarios are chosen so as to give full scope for this task subsumption to become evident). To do this, we employ a specialized car equipped with eye tracking and a forward camera in addition to the ability to log control and signal inputs in order to obtain indicative measurements of the relevant intentional behavior. The problem is thus one of the (human driver) intention classifications with respect to the captured data. To achieve this, we utilize a ground-truth training set labeled via expert annotation for each level of the intentional hierarchy.
Since, at the higher levels, percepts are highly abstracted (i.e., lacking in detail), a hierarchical P-A system is also a symbolgrounding system [8] , such that the higher levels are primarily concerned with symbolic manipulation (e.g., planning). The classification can be therefore approached from both stochastic and deductive perspectives or a mixture of the two. This paper will set out to quantify which of these approaches is most appropriate to modeling human P-A hierarchies in the context of driving, with the potential for application to the problem of building cognitive driver-assistance systems.
II. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Hierarchical P-A Models of Cognition
An (embodied) cognitive system is expected to expand its knowledge by acquiring and storing information autonomously, effectively adapting and improving by reinforcing its understanding of the environment (e.g., by utilizing a feedback loop), which might comprise active motor experimentation and (generally vision-based) assessment of the results. It should also have a certain degree of malleability and resilience toward unexpected events [11] .
The classical approach toward modeling of the vision system in both artificial and human cognitive agents has tended to emphasize the representation of the scene (i.e., its operating environment), often in explicitly geometric terms prior to calculating actions [3] . The described scene is then typically used, in artificial cognitive systems, for the assignment of objectives and the planning of actions. This model, although successful in certain circumstances, however fails to adapt to novel situations well.
Granlund [4] points out that the classical approach of scene abstraction prior to action implementation results in a loss of important contextual qualifiers of a spatial and temporal nature on one hand and an unnecessary degree of perceptual redundancy given the likely scene transitions on the other hand. He argues that P-A systems constitute a much more robust approach, i.e., it supports the active interpretation of the environment by relating perceptual changes to those actions that brought these changes (e.g., via the bijectivity principle). Thus, a cognitive (vision) system utilizing the P-A approach, instead of describing the scene in terms of physical parameters such as geometry of objects or scenes, rather builds up models of structures relating the percept domain to the agent's actions; we may say that "action precedes perception" [4] . In Granlund's model, the higher level P-A modules implicitly derive symbolic representations from the lower level modules by applying an appropriate degree of abstraction and decontextualization. This has strong correspondences with Gibson's notion of affordances for embodied agents [5] ; in particular, the notion that perception is dictated not simply by the appearance of objects in themselves but rather by the possibilities offered by objects in the environment with respect to the embodied agent's motor capabilities [5] . Thus, a cup handle is not simply perceived in terms of its shape characteristics but also by the ability it affords to be gripped.
Granlund's formulation of P-A learning comprises P-A mappings at various hierarchical levels of scene abstraction. Hierarchical modeling techniques have been long implicated in designing artificial cognitive systems [12] in order to address problems with classical control system theory (comprising a series of functional units) when applied to artificial cognitive systems. Brooks [6] described a more robust and flexible robot control system built using subsumptive-task-based hierarchical layers of asynchronous modules. Here, each layer or module corresponds to a simple computational unit, with higher layers subsuming the roles of lower layers by inhibiting their corresponding outputs, collectively forming a subsumption hierarchy. This paper will assume the existence of such a subsumptive hierarchy model in determining the distinct layers of the P-A network present in human driving intentions. The particular hierarchical P-A that we use for the modeling of human intentions is termed the ECOM.
B. ECOM
The ECOM [10] derives from the earlier Contextual Control Model (COCOM). The COCOM utilizes the three notions competence, control, and constructs to provide a behaviorbased model of cognition that makes minimal assumptions about human cognition and internal information processing.
Competence refers to the set of possible actions that a system can apply to a situation in order to achieve the recognized aims. Control characterizes the way in which competence is applied (four separate modes exist: scrambled, opportunistic, tactical, and strategic). Constructs refer to situational knowledge similarly to the schemata of Neisser [13] . These are connected together cyclically; actions depend on the current understanding of the environment, which itself depends on feedback from the actions that were carried out. The ECOM builds on COCOM by allowing concurrent activities to take place, corresponding to goals at different levels. They are thus subsumptive in the sense of Brooks; only one activity of a type can occur at each level. Activities at each level thus typically take place in different time frames; lowlevel activities are rapid P-A responses, whereas higher levels embody abstract planning and reformulation of symbolic goals.
ECOM thus describes human cognitive performance in terms of four distinct (but simultaneous) layers of control (see Fig. 1 ), three of which are appropriate to the current investigation: Monitoring, Regulating, and Tracking. Note that we do not use the Targeting level, given that the experimental data set does not comprise any route planning or navigational instructions to the driver of the car. Being a hierarchical P-A methodology, the ECOM assumes that the saliency of perceptual states relates to an agent's action capabilities and uses this as the basis for modeling the environment. The three major levels of the ECOM hierarchy relevant to this paper are described as follows.
1) Monitoring:
This level is the highest of the three relevant levels of the ECOM hierarchy and, in the car-driving case, describes the awareness of traffic signs and signals, as well as road vehicle orientations and positions in the context of the road situation as a whole; it also sets objectives and activates plans for actions. Note that, at the higher levels of the ECOM hierarchy, actions are typically abstract and protocol governed (e.g., based on Highway Code rules).
2) Regulating:
This level provides input into the Tracking control loop in order to perform specific protocol-relevant actions (e.g., changing lanes or turning right/left at a junction).
3) Tracking: This is the lowest level in the ECOM hierarchy and describes the immediate responses of an agent to external perceptions in order to maintain the current state. It effectively manages the continuous activity undertaken to keep the vehicle within a specific discrete conceptual configuration or logical state (e.g., car order within a lane). From a driver's perspective, this manifests itself as minor modifications of car speed, orientation, intended distance from the car in front or at the back, and lateral position within the road. In the case of an experienced driver, these actions are predominantly a matter of physical reflex without high-level conscious attention.
In the following, these hierarchical ECOM levels will serve as an anchor for building up a symbolic logical model of human intentions that map percepts onto actions. It is thus a symbolgrounding problem to link the a priori protocol-based levels of the ECOM (i.e., those relating to the legally specified highway driving rules) to the lower more stochastically described "tracking" levels of the hierarchy.
To apply this model to the problem of classifying intention, we utilize the information supplied to us by physical detectors in the form of computer-vision identifications of key objects observable through the car windscreen in conjunction with tracked eye movements and control inputs from the driver in order to determine the operating intention and subintention of the ECOM at any given time.
The ECOM can be also described in clausal form (refer to Fig. 2 ) consisting of a head clause, indicating primary ECOM intention, and a body clause, indicating conjunctions of antecedent ECOM intentions and also perceptual conditions that must be fulfilled. Thus, the problem of classifying ECOM (driver) intentions requires the use of rule-based classification algorithms such as those discussed in the following section.
C. Logical Techniques Appropriate for the Implementation of Rule-Based Task Subsumption Models
Our problem is thus one of classifying driver intentions with respect to a priori ECOM and highway-code derived driving protocols by using driver gaze and control inputs. We must thus link protocol-based structures (describable in terms of firstorder logic) to low-level stochastic features. We implement three distinct strategies for achieving this.
1) First-Order Logical Deduction:
A generative logic module using first-order deductive resolution is implemented in Prolog, incorporating Highway Code and ECOM clauses as axioms. Prolog evaluates theorems by assuming that the negation of the conclusion follows from the premises via the use of a resolution theorem prover acting on horn clauses (i.e., proof by refutation). Resolution theorem proving, however, is error intolerant (a single contradiction among the predicates allows any proposition to be provable), potentially limiting its application when predication is supplied by potentially fallible detectors (the extent to which this applies in our case, when predication is supplied by ground-truth computer-vision primitives and control inputs, is thus a key subject of evaluation).
2) Decision Trees: We also evaluate a "zeroth" order logical induction algorithm in the form of decision-tree induction (inductive inference can be considered the inverse of deduction). Decision trees discretize the decision space so as to explicitly avoid overlaps of classification regions, with the classification of data performed in a progressive hierarchical manner, partitioning the feature space recursively into hyperrectangles. Decision-tree algorithms, however, can potentially result in suboptimal tree structures due to the overfitting of the training data; nevertheless, it generates rules that are simple, interpretable, and accurate in many different applications, even in cases where training data are sparse or noisy [14] . 
3) MLNs:
A state-of-the-art approach for accommodating imprecision in logical clauses are Markov logic networks (MLNs) [15] . An MLN is an amalgam of first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models Markov Networks (also known as Markov random fields), which treats first-order logic clauses in probabilistic terms. MLNs relax the boundaries of strict firstorder logic clauses such that, while all unsatisfiable formulas have a 0 probability, the set of all entailed formulas have a maximum probability of 1 [15] ; each logical formula is thus provided with a weight (usually a real number) in relation to a knowledge base of simultaneously asserted predicates. An MLN L is formally defined as a set of pairs (F i , w i ), where F i is a first-order logical formula, and w i is a real number that defines the weight of F i . Given a finite set of constants C, a Markov network M L,C consists of a single binary node for each possible grounding of each predicate appearing in L and one grounded feature per formula F i in L, which has a value of 1 for a true ground formula and 0 for a false ground formula. Given a set of ground atoms R defined by predicates in the MLN and the set of constants C, the MLN specifies a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds Q (i.e., set of truth values applied to each ground atom in R) by building a Gibbs measure and partition function as follows [15] :
where n i (x) is the number of true groundings of the ith formula in the possible world x. The outer sum is over all possible relational databases x .
III. EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES
This paper aims to classify human (driver) intentions with respect to a priori driving protocols by assuming the existence of a (driver) P-A hierarchy. The ECOM is used for collating human driving strategies in formalized protocol-expressible terms (i.e., first-order logical rules), in terms of visually perceivable entities of the appropriate hierarchical level (e.g., lane boundaries or traffic-light states). The classification system must thus address the symbol-grounding problem [8] involved in linking the a priori ECOM intentions to stochastic lowlevel features such as computer vision, eye gaze, and control inputs. We examine two principle classification paradigms, i.e., the generative and the discriminative, in seeking to reconcile the logical nature of the ECOM intentions with stochastic input (that is to say, we look both at methods that distinguish between intentional states and methods that explicitly model intentional states). We use Prolog as an explicitly generative first-order logical classification system and decision trees as the discriminative logical classification system. We compare these with MLNs (in a variety of learning configurations) as an alternative method for reconciling first-order logic with uncertain predication. We finally evaluate a hybrid framework for combining stochastic decision-tree learning with the generative structure of the first-order resolution theorem proving in Prolog.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA COLLECTION
A. Experimental Data Set 1) Recording:
Training and test data were recorded (and provided) by Autoliv Development AB (Sweden) using a sensor-equipped vehicle driven around Stockholm, Sweden, by a single driver without additional passengers or navigational equipment. Neutral verbal instructions are given to the driver (i.e., "drive to town, drive around town, and return"). The collected data consists of low-level features including eye-gaze location (captured from an array of eye trackers with gaze angle, head rotation of ±110
• , and head position with millimeter precision), control features (i.e., steering angle, braking, and acceleration), external video scene capture using three cameras (180
• panoramic view), (20-Hz-sweep) light detection and ranging (LIDAR), and (20-Hz) differential global positioning system coordinates of the experimental vehicle.
2) Label Taxonomy: The original data set comprises a total of 158 668 frames, out of which 47 923, 82 424, and 28 424 frames cover nonurban, inner-urban (inner city locations), and outer-urban environmental locations, respectively. There are 2007 frames of roundabouts, 17 366 frames of crossroads, 7895 frames of T-junctions, 29 865 frames of pedestrian crossings, 31 269 frames of single lanes, 86 879 frames of double lanes, 38 880 frames of motorways, 21 799 frames of traffic lights, 6462 frames of road markers, and 3387 frames of trafficroad signs.
3) Active Data Set: The test/training data used for the current experiments are a subset of the original driving date previously mentioned. It consists of six microannotated crossroadtraversing scenarios, with two cases each of left-turning, right-turning, and straight-over behavioral scenarios. This subset is selected on the basis of the absence of defects/artifacts in the visual domain within scenarios that constitute an ideal showcase for the Monitoring, Regulating, and Tracking intentions of the ECOM control model, along with their conditional logic dependences on environmental entities such as traffic lights and signs. Together, they constitute a total of 3278 frames (per frame image size of 244 × 900, at 15-fps sampling) of data for which bounding boxes and intentional labeling are obtained at each level of the ECOM hierarchy. The six scenarios collectively constitute a superset from which, in principle, all forms of configuration-changing road traversal behaviors can be derived (e.g., T-junction traverses, rotary "roundabout" traverses, etc.).
B. Ground-Truth Annotation of Junction Data
In order to map the ECOM-based driver intentions onto Highway Code-relevant entities (e.g., junction components or traffic lights), we carry out (per-frame) ground-truth annotation at the "Monitoring, Regulating, and Tracking" levels of the ECOM (i.e., if an ECOM-relevant junction object is detected in the recorded visual scene it is asserted as True for that particular frame). The "Tracking" level of the ECOM is not itself directly annotatable in this fashion since percepts are not typically singular objects; however, due to its hierarchical linkage with the other levels, it still has the potential to be tractable to classification by the virtue of its dependence on the control features (i.e., steering, braking, and acceleration). Intentional states are thus directly expert annotated, whereas vision-based entities are represented via bounding boxes superimposed on individual frames; together with the control and signal inputs, these constitute the training and testing data sets. With regard to the bounding boxes, it is useful to distinguish between "ground-plane" objects (i.e., objects denoting junction topology, e.g., lanes, roads, pedestrian crossings, etc.) and "view-plane" objects (e.g., traffic signs or lights), since the visibility of certain scene objects (e.g., traffic signs or lights) is more important than their precise geometric position or orientation. For the classification problem of determining ECOMbased driver intentions, we characterize gaze behavior, on a per-frame basis, via intersections with the computer-generated bounding boxes. Bounding boxes are initially instantiated by hand; however, to avoid the laborious reannotation of each frame, it is necessary to propagate these entities throughout the video footage autonomously. This requires the following specialized procedure for ground-plane object propagation. Fig. 3(c) ], i.e., {(r 1 , θ 1 ), (r 2 , θ 2 )} : arg max
4) A junction topology and pedestrian-crossing/lane structure is fitted to {(r 1 , θ 1 ), (r 2 , θ 2 )} on the basis of a priori knowledge of their absolute number [see Fig. 3(d) ]. 5) An approximate view-plane transformation matrix is applied for projecting the junction topology into screen frame for small-scale manual adjustment of carheight/camera orientation, etc. [see Fig. 3(e) ].
The outputs of this process are the per-frame gaze occupancies of the projected junction-plane bounding boxes on the driver's view plane, supplemented by the per-frame gaze occupancies of the image-plane objects. (This data set is available online at http://www.diplecs.eu/data/dataset_ecom.zip/view.)
2) Expert Annotation of Intentional States: ECOM levels consists of mutually exclusive intentional classes; however, different levels may be simultaneously active (this form of hierarchical relation is evident to a certain extent in the implicit hierarchical structure of the Highway Code-relevant entities, e.g., junction → road → lane). For each of these six scenarios, per-frame visual scene annotation (as well first-order logical clause formation) is carried out by four individuals (comprising two psychologists from the Crisis and Risk Research Center, MINES ParisTech, and two individuals with engineering expertise) in terms of observed ECOM behaviors (refer to Fig. 4 for a full list of annotation states). Observed variation between annotators is negligible on the data set (certainly insufficient to justify an interrater reliability study). In conjunction with the annotated gaze behavior with respect to bounding boxes of key objects for each frame, this labeling serves as a coarse-grained characterization of the driver's behavior on a per-frame basis using high-level entities deemed relevant by the Highway Code and ECOMs. Lower level features are provided by the control inputs and raw gaze positions. The total data set thus consists of high-level features + low-level features, along with the labels first-to fifth-level intentional states. The classification problem is thus one of mapping the high-and low-level features onto the (ECOM) labels. (Note: The ECOM is here used as the conceptual basis to formulate the "driver intention hierarchy," which, of necessity, subdivides the original monitoring level into two.)
In building the classification data set, all relevant hierarchical bounding-box relations are included within the feature space (see Fig. 5 ). This enriched feature space potentially allows the stochastic pattern-recognition approach of decision trees to mimic the deductive potential of generative first-order logic approaches (where hierarchical relations are clausally determined). We thus expand the initial set of bounding-box gaze occupancies, so that a full hierarchy of binary features is generated, consisting of junction, road, and lane bounding boxes (i.e., such that the notion of subsumption is implicit within the hierarchy). Thus, lanes at a junction are characterized as belonging to set {ROn, RIn, LOn, LIn, DOn, DIn, OOn, OIn}, where n is a number between 1 and the total number of lanes of the road (R = right, L = left, D = driver's side, O = opposite side; I/O = inbound/outbound lane). Consequently, road sides (i.e., inbound/outbound sides of the road) are characterized as belonging to set {RO, RI, LO, LI, DO, DI, OO, OI}, with roads as a whole belonging to set {R, L, D, O} (thus, in general, subsumptive relations are manifested via subset relations with respect to ordinate parameters). We also include generalized velocity descriptors such as "driverward," "leftward," etc., that subsume the tracking-level orientationbased descriptors, allowing for the possibility of more coarsegrained velocity relations to be captured by the classification process. Thus, the complete set of features (i.e., a feature vector) comprises 594 descriptors for each frame of data, with the per-frame intentional annotations constituting the classes to be learned.
V. HUMAN-INTENTION CLASSIFICATION STRATEGIES
A. Decision-Tree Learning
The ECOM hierarchy is defined such that individual intentions are mutually temporally exclusive; individual levels, however, are simultaneously operative. Formally, it can be stated that the classification of ECOM intentions is the simultaneous categorization of the unique item i l within each level (given a feature vector X), i.e., it is a mapping problem of the following form:
A decision-tree learning algorithm based on Gini impurity is used for classification on the basis of its readily interpretable results (rule induction using decision-tree algorithms [18] has the characteristic of direct translatability into logical clauses). Gini impurity measures the degree of impurity in a given data set comprising multiple class labels, i.e., it measures the probability of a randomly chosen element being incorrectly labeled given a subset of randomly distributed class labels.
Given an observation data set and the associated class labels, decision trees are learned by binary recursive partitioning of the sample space into nodes (i.e., features) that terminate on leaves (i.e., class labels). The choice of the best split is based on the smallest impurity criterion (among all possible predictors) by computing the information gain from parent nodes to child nodes using an impurity measure, e.g., Gini impurity. In general, if q i is the frequency of class label i (ECOM intention) in the observation data set D (training set), also known as the parent set, then for n class labels the Gini impurity G D is given by
The observation data set is partitioned according to indicator values for each specific feature x within the feature vector, with Gini impurity G S x computed for each subset S x . The criterion for partitioning is the information gain I(x) computed in terms of impurity degrees of the parent set D and the weighted summation of impurity degrees of subsets (S x=0 , S x=1 ), with weights based on frequency f of each feature value in D, i.e.,
I(x) is computed for each feature within the parent set and splits or partitions (i.e., nodes) in the feature vector are iteratively selected on the basis of the next highest I(x), i.e., the optimum feature that produces maximum information gain as
In the current evaluation, trees are learned and tested using leave-one-out cross-validation. Trees generated by this process are used to classify ECOM intentional levels for each scenario with results, as detailed in Section VI (see Fig. 6 for an example of generated tree; ECOM level 2 is shown due to its extremely simple node structure). Level-1 intentions are entirely omitted from the evaluation in view of their nondiscriminative nature in junction environments. It is noteworthy that the learned tree depends only on a small fraction of the total set of hierarchical scene descriptors for effective classification (consistent with the findings of Gigerenzer's decision-making heuristics [19] in relation to human psychology). A further observed characteristic is that decision trees become more complex with increasing ECOM level due to the hierarchical introduction of additional context information (refer to Fig. 7) . 
B. First-Order Deductive Logic
Both the ECOM and the legally mandated rules of the road are essentially protocol based in nature. This lends them to being rendered as a set of first-order logical clauses, which may be queried by resolution theorem proving with respect to a particular first-order formula. In functional terms, the deductive logic attempts to construct a logically consistent model of the active ECOM intention/subintentions from the computer-vision system, the driver's gaze, the signal, and the control inputs. Like the ECOM, the deductive logic system embodies the principle of action preceding perception common to all P-A systems. This can be formalized into a mathematical principle of bijectivity such that
i.e., every given ordered percept pair (P 
This serves to eliminate redundancy in perceptual predication while ensuring sufficient descriptive richness to characterize ECOM intentions on a level-appropriate basis. 1 The logic system employs first-order predicate logic with a priori logical predication applied in a top-down manner, starting with the most general world predicates and clauses, such that lower level predicates add precision to higher level predicates (e.g., a specific road has been associated with its specific lanes, etc.). Thus, predicates are defined in such a way that the subsumptive hierarchy implicit within the ECOM persists between different levels of the logic. The deductive system itself is coded in SWI Prolog with a recursive clause structuring where relevant (e.g., to define lane adjacency rela-tions). The Prolog-based system carries out deductive resolution in order to generate the active ECOM intentions and subintentions (at the Monitoring, Regulating, and Tracking levels) for a given range of frames characterized by the predicatized input features. Assuming the P-A bijectivity relation previously given, intentional clauses thus take either the form [where (φ
or, if a subintention, the following form:
A flavor of the ECOM-based intentional clauses, in conjunctive normal form, is given below for the first two ECOM levels (we omit pathing predicates and predicates directly indicative of intention, e.g., signaling). (Note: due to space constraints, only the major intentional clauses are listed.) ECOM Level-1 Intentions:
∨¬position_at(x, y, Present)) ∨ driver_intention(Navigate_Junction) ECOM Level-2 Intentions:
Note that contextual complexity increases with increasing depth. The logical clause structure dictates that intralevel intentions are mutually exclusive, while interlevel intentions have complex conjunctive/disjunctive relations in consequence of the explicitly subsumptive implementation of the ECOM. A temporalized closed-world assumption is made, with all active predicates in a frame considered as true (and inactive predicates as false), with previous frame data asserted as previously true/false.
The logic system thus acts as a frame intention classifier with each of the intentions i l on each of the levels l queried in turn. Clauses are added to enforce mutual exclusivity among intentions on the same level, so that, for the intention set {j n }, we have
Intentional classes are given an equal weighting in the final output, irrespective of level.
C. Composite System: Combining Generative and Discriminative Classification Systems
Two distinct modes of pattern recognition have been employed in the previous sections, the discriminative (i.e., decision trees) and the generative (i.e., the a priori logic model). Since these have differing performance characteristics (see Section VI), it is appropriate to consider how an ensemble system [20] would perform. However, since we do not have confidence-based outputs that would enable a simple sum, product or maximum-confidence-based ensemble, we must find an alternative method for dealing with discrepant intentional outputs from the two classifiers.
To do this, we select a "fall back" classifier to act as the default when there is disagreement between the two (obviously, agreement of outputs requires no default behavior). We notice from the results in Section VI that there is a clearly defined perlevel performance dominance by one or other of the classifiers, e.g., the logic system consistently performs better at ECOM level 2, whereas decision trees perform consistently better at ECOM level 3. To construct the composite classifier, we therefore utilize this fact to select the default classifier output in the case of discrepancy on the basis of per-level performance. Clearly, this performance cannot be determined with respect to the test set, and thus, leave-one-out cross-validation within the training set (utilizing the natural divisions) is used to approximate this value (cf. Algorithm 1, with performance as indicated in Section VI).
By combining the decision-tree outputs with logical deduction in this way, the accuracy of the composite system is very significantly greater than that of the individual systems.
D. MLNs
In the following, we employ Washington University's Alchemy system (http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/) for MLN training. This permits MLNs to be employed in two distinct learning modes: clause-weight learning (where preexisting clauses are weighted on the basis of evidence) and clause induction (in which both clauses and weights are learned). We explore both of these possibilities. Clause weighting is carried out with respect to the body of Prolog clauses used earlier (with only syntactic modifications).
A generative (rather than discriminative) mode of weight learning is used. Each frame of data (represented as a feature vector) is converted into feature predicates and added to a relational database that acts as a training data set. We follow an implicit closed-world assumption (i.e., any ground predicates not included in the training data sets are considered as False). The MLN is built over clauses defined by the conjunctions/disjunctions of literals (these define the edges and the nodes of the MLN, respectively). The MLN training process commences with a conversion of logical clauses from a first-order logical format to the conjunctive normal form. A weight is then generatively learned for each clause via a maximum likelihood gradient descent of (1) with respect to a relational database [the box-constrained limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method [21] is used here to attain the minimum); the relational training database is comprised of ground atoms or ground feature predicates. The MLN inference is then used to infer the most likely ECOM intention (given a knowledge base and query formula).
We tested different MLN configurations with a performance criterion given by the accuracy of induction over the whole ECOM intentional hierarchy. Classification outputs from the MLN inference are hardened to unity while nonetheless allowing for the possibility of ambiguity (i.e., so that all confidences greater than 0.5 are equally represented). Thus, while the inferred MLN output obeys (i l (mln) ∈ [0, 1]), the hardened MLN output is constrained such that (i l (mln) ∈ {0, 1}) (refer to Fig. 8 ), i.e.,
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Classification accuracy is found using the inner product binary similarity and distance measure [22] . If I l is the total number of ECOM intentions within a specific level l, L is the cardinality of the set comprising all ECOM levels, α is a binaryclass label representing an intention output of the classifier, α ∈ {0, 1}, and β is a binary-class label representing an intention output in the ground-truth data; β ∈ {0, 1}, then γ expresses the sum of all cases, where α and β are both 1; ν expresses the sum of all cases, where the values of α and β are both 0. The inner product similarity and distance measure is given as ζ l = γ l + ν l , l ∈ L, and the normalized accuracy measure for a specific feature vector X is given as
If N is the total number of feature vectors for a specific driving scenario, we compute an average classification accuracy measure for a specific level l as
In the following, all reported results are obtained from leave-one-out cross-validation, exploiting the natural training set divisions (two left, two right, and two straight-on junction traverses).
A. Decision-Tree Results
Decision-tree classification accuracy for all six scenarios and intentional levels is shown in Table I . Note that level 1 has been omitted, since it comprises only one intention (i.e., navigate junction; refer to Fig. 4) , which is universally active across all junction navigation scenarios. Fig. 9 illustrates the variation of decision-tree classification accuracy (averaging all ECOM intentional levels) over the temporal axis for two typical scenarios. 
B. First-Order Logic Results
Classification accuracy for the logic system is measured across all driving scenarios via (14) using leave-one-out crossvalidation (see Table II ). Classification accuracy plotted with respect to the temporal frame axis for the logic-system intentional output is shown in Fig. 10 for two typical driving scenarios. It may be noticed (see Fig. 11 ) that first-order logic accuracy figures increase with time for turning scenarios (while the decision-tree output does not). This is presumably due to the default "straight on" assumption becoming falsified as more temporal context is accrued.
This illustrates the distinct advantages of the two methods; the logic system effectively utilizes temporal context in a priori specified features, while decision trees have the potential to isolate instantaneous discriminators in subsidiary features.
C. Composite System Results
Using leave-one-out cross-validation, the classification accuracy for the composite system is as given in Table III. Figs. 12 and 13 demonstrate an increased classification accuracy for the composite system. This illustrates the advantages to be gained from ensembles of the two distinct intentional classification methods (i.e., the generative and the discriminative).
D. MLN Results
As well as clause-structure and clause-weight learnings, we also consider independent weighting of temporal variable instantiations within the MLN. Clause-weight learning is carried out with respect to the Prolog clauses used in the deductive approach. Results for the various tested configurations are as follows:
1) MLN clause-weight learning (without per-state temporal logic learning; see Table IV) ; 2) MLN clause-weight learning (with per-state temporal logic learning; see Table V) ; 3) MLN clause-structure learning without any a priori firstorder clause structures (see Table VI ); 4) MLN clause-structure learning followed by clauseweight learning (the classification performance shown in Table VII indicates significant improvement from postweighting of induced clauses); Table VIII ); 6) MLN clause-structure learning seeded with first-order logic clauses and reweighted using clause-weight learning (see Table IX ); 7) MLN clause-structure learning seeded with first-order logic clauses (with per-state temporal logic learning; see Table X ); 8) MLN clause-structure and clause-weight learnings after seeding with first-order logic clauses (with per-state temporal logic learning; see Table XI ).
Results thus indicate that MLN structure learning followed by reweighting of clauses is the most effective learning configuration, providing additional clauses appears to degrade performance, even when these clauses are effective in the resolution theorem-proving context.
E. Comparison of MLNs Against (Decision Trees and Logic) Composite System
A comparison of MLN classification accuracy against the composite system (see Section V-C) shows that a hybrid of generative (i.e., first-order logic) and discriminative (i.e., decision tree) intentional classification systems gives better performance (across junction navigation scenarios and levels of the ECOM intentional hierarchy). Figs. 14-16 plots the classification accuracy for different MLN configurations against the composite system.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has sought to determine an appropriate supervised methodology for the detection of driver intentions in a manner that would potentially be of use in cognitive driverassistance systems. To do so, we have utilized the psychologically motivated P-A model, i.e., ECOM, for modeling driver behavior (capturing the parallel mapping between task subsumption and scene representation hypothesized to exist within human drivers as they employ different levels of the P-A hierarchy). An instrumented car traversing a number of different junction navigation scenarios was used to record eyegaze, visual, and control inputs with respect to the external driving scene. This allowed us to directly relate percepts to actions implicit within the (clause-based) ECOM. We have thus characterized human driver intentions at different levels of the P-A hierarchy via a number of rule-based classification algorithms, i.e., MLNs, decision-tree learning, (Prolog-based) firstorder resolution theorem proving, and a hybrid (or ensemble) classification system, for which individual performance results have been obtained. It has been established that the hybrid approach outperformed all other classification techniques and would therefore form the most effective basis for a cognitive driver-assistance system based on the P-A model of human intentionality. We have noted that the decision-tree results suggest that the decision-making process on individual levels of the hierarchy may be actually relatively simple (consistent with the findings of Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier [19] ); the complexity of the behavior is attained via the hierarchical linking of intentions.
The current size of the experimental data set is limited by data-quality constraints, as well as the requirement for dense annotation of 594 ECOM-based sensory features and intentional states per frame. In order to expand this model for practical implementation in future driver-assistance systems, the proof-of-concept evaluations will need to be expanded to larger data sets comprising multiple drivers, with human annotation fully replaced by software-based autoannotation. The current proof-of-concept system does not completely depend upon the a priori ECOM formulations (since decision trees and MLN structure learning intrinsically perform an induction of intentional clauses); nevertheless, replacing Prolog (deductive logic resolution) with Progol (inductive logic resolution) would potentially allow novel rules describing driver intentions to be induced from specific driver behaviors at different levels of the P-A hierarchy, enabling the system to consider individual variations in a driver's intentional behavior. More generally, the advantage of the P-A approach [as exemplified by the subsumptive bijectivity criterion of (8) ] is that the redundant environmental description is eliminated in each stage of the subsumptive hierarchy of intentions. We believe that this is a very generic principle, in terms of not only the modeling of human intentions but also in building autonomous cognitive systems for a wide variety of applications.
